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KIRARI, like a star.

KIRARI, the eyes sparkle.

I lift the eyes to the night sky,

And see memories of this moment.



Kirari, a Japanese onomatopoeia which 
expresses the effects of twinkling or 
sparkling.





Fragrance

KIRARI

The perfume based on Essence of Neroli, combined with Sweet Orange, 
floral notes, tender notes of vanilla and heliotrope, and sensual musk 
enhance the elegance of neroli.

The formula was created to make the scent of Neroli sparkle, like a star in 
the night sky, or like eyes thinking of beautiful memories.

Neroli is the essence extracted from the orange blossom using the 
traditional method of extraction: Steam distillation. 



Flacon

KIRARI

Like a birth of an emotion in our heart, the color of gold appears on 
the black lacquered bottle, and designes differently on each bottles. 

This coloring technology has never used before this bottle.
Each flacon unique, only one in the world.



COLLECTION
L’OR

When an emotion is born, a miracle takes in our life.

This marvelous metamorphosis of our heart makes us 

imagine « Gold (L'OR) ».

This is the story of  this collection and also of  each one of  us.



It's been over 20 years since I started making scents, and the perfume 

I've arrived at now is “KIRARI”, introducing the first perfume in the 

COLLECTION L’OR (Gold Collection).

Over the past 20 years, I have been inspired and encouraged by various 

people and events, but also by the beauty of  nature. It was a series of  

brown mountains seen from the window of  an airplane which was a 

just trivial scene, but that time when my heart, which had been 

depressed for a while, suddenly began to move again, as if  I heard a 

"clap" sound.

Remembering this, I will continue to make perfumes to add to the 

Gold Collection, with the theme of  “Birth of  an emotion”. And I hope 

these perfumes make each person's emotional memories stand out.



Eau de Parfum

KIRARI
Eau de Parfum, presented in a black lacquer box

Size: 55ml 

Price: 250€

Launch: November 2022

Concentration: 30%

Made in France
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